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An Economic History of TwentiethCentury Europe
Economic Regimes from LaissezFaire to Globalization
Cambridge University Press A major history of economic regimes and
economic performance throughout the twentieth century. Ivan T. Berend
looks at the historic development of the twentieth-century European
economy, examining both its failures and its successes in responding to
the challenges of this crisis-ridden and troubled but highly successful age.
The book surveys the European economy's chronological development, the
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main factors of economic growth, and the various economic regimes that
were invented and introduced in Europe during the twentieth century.
Professor Berend shows how the vast disparity between the European
regions that had characterized earlier periods gradually began to
disappear during the course of the twentieth century as more and more
countries reached a more or less similar level of economic development.
This accessible book will be required reading for students in European
economic history, economics, and modern European history.

An Economic History of TwentiethCentury Europe
Economic Regimes from LaissezFaire to Globalization
Cambridge University Press A major history of economic regimes and
economic performance throughout the twentieth century. Ivan T. Berend
looks at the historic development of the twentieth-century European
economy, examining both its failures and its successes in responding to
the challenges of this crisis-ridden and troubled but highly successful age.
The book surveys the European economy's chronological development, the
main factors of economic growth, and the various economic regimes that
were invented and introduced in Europe during the twentieth century.
Professor Berend shows how the vast disparity between the European
regions that had characterized earlier periods gradually began to
disappear during the course of the twentieth century as more and more
countries reached a more or less similar level of economic development.
This accessible book will be required reading for students in European
economic history, economics, and modern European history.

An Economic History of Twentiethcentury Europe
From Laissez-faire to Globalization
The End of Laissez-Faire
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National Purpose and the Global
Economy After the Cold War
University of Pennsylvania Press Here is a book that explores what American
economic policy should and can be—a superb yet controversial
interpretation of the relation between domestic economic health and
international politics, and of how we should set priorities to maintain our
economy and our competitive vigor in the future.

The Economics of Globalization
Policy Perspectives from Public
Economics
Cambridge University Press The growing economic openness expressed in the
globalization of independent economic systems has created problems as
well as opportunities that cross formal borders in unexpected ways.
Professors Assaf Razin and Efraim Sadka explore the ramiﬁcations of
globalization in selected public ﬁnance issue areas. Seven main topics are
covered by the sixteen papers in the volume: the international mobility of
technology; capital ﬂows and exchange rate misalignments; tax incentives
and patterns of capital ﬂows; income redistribution and social insurance in
federal systems; tax harmonization and coordination; political economy
aspects of international tax competition; the migration of skilled and
unskilled labour; and the ﬁscal aspects of monetary uniﬁcation.

Globalists
The End of Empire and the Birth of
Neoliberalism
Harvard University Press Do neoliberals hate the state? In the ﬁrst intellectual
history of neoliberal globalism, Quinn Slobodian follows neoliberal thinkers
from the Habsburg Empire’s fall to the creation of the World Trade
Organization to show that neoliberalism emerged less to shrink
government and abolish regulations than to deploy them globally to
protect capitalism.
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An Economic History of NineteenthCentury Europe
Diversity and Industrialization
Cambridge University Press A transnational survey of the economic
development of Europe, exploring why some regions advanced and some
stayed behind.

Challenging Neoliberalism
Globalization and the Economic
Miracles in Chile and Taiwan
Edward Elgar Publishing Neoliberalism, which advocates free markets without
government interference, has become increasingly utilized and
controversial over the last three and a half decades. This book presents
case studies of Chile and Taiwan, two countries that seemingly prospered
from adopting neoliberal strategies, and ﬁnds that their developmental
histories challenge neoliberalism in fundamental ways. From one
perspective, the political economies of Chile and Taiwan might appear to
be poster children for neoliberalism. Both took aggressive policy actions
(Taiwan in the 1960s and Chile in the 1970s) to create market-driven
economies that were well integrated into the capitalist global economy.
Subsequently, these two countries were cited as ‘economic miracles’ that
opened their markets, resulting in rapid economic growth and
development. A closer examination of the two nations, however, turns up
very signiﬁcant diﬀerences between them. In particular, Taiwan, with its
much more statist approach to development, outperformed Chile by a
considerable margin; and some of the experiences of Chile departed
markedly from neoliberal predictions. The authors argue that Taiwan’s
strategy was the more successful of the two, primarily because it discarded
the ideology of neoliberalism and unfettered laissez-faire. Scholars,
educators, and students studying globalization, political economy, and/or
economic development will ﬁnd this book an irreplaceable addition to the
discussion of neoliberalism.

Embedding Global Markets
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An Enduring Challenge
Routledge John Ruggie introduced the concept of embedded liberalism in a
1982 article that has become one of the most frequently cited sources in
the study of international political economy. The concept was intended to
convey the manner by which capitalist countries learned to combine the
eﬃciency of markets with the broader values of the community that
socially sustainable markets themselves require in order to survive and
thrive. Examining the concept and the institutionalized practice of
embedded liberalism, this collection provides a survey of the macro
patterns in industrialized countries. Leading scholars combine to
demonstrate the beneﬁts of embedded liberalism in practice as well as its
gradual erosion at national levels, and to analyze public opinion. They
provide a better understanding of what embedded liberalism means, why it
matters and how to reconstitute it in the context of the global economy.
The contributors contextualize the current challenge historically and
theoretically so that students, scholars and policy makers alike are
reminded of what is at stake and what is required.

Globalization and Economic
Nationalism in Asia
Oxford University Press This volume documents the ways in which Asian
governments have been pursuing economic nationalism. It challenges the
view that globalization renders the state redundant and demonstrates how
they shape trade, investment and ﬁnancial outcomes. Countries covered
include India, China, South Korea, Singapore, Japan and the East Asian
region.

The Globalization Paradox
Why Global Markets, States, and
Democracy Can't Coexist
Oxford University Press For a century, economists have driven forward the
cause of globalization in ﬁnancial institutions, labour markets, and trade.
Yet there have been consistent warning signs that a global economy and
free trade might not always be advantageous. Where are the pressure
points? What could be done about them? Dani Rodrik examines the backstory from its seventeenth-century origins through the milestones of the
gold standard, the Bretton Woods Agreement, and the Washington
Consensus, to the present day. Although economic globalization has
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enabled unprecedented levels of prosperity in advanced countries and has
been a boon to hundreds of millions of poor workers in China and
elsewhere in Asia, it is a concept that rests on shaky pillars, he contends.
Its long-term sustainability is not a given. The heart of Rodrik’s argument
is a fundamental 'trilemma': that we cannot simultaneously pursue
democracy, national self-determination, and economic globalization. Give
too much power to governments, and you have protectionism. Give
markets too much freedom, and you have an unstable world economy with
little social and political support from those it is supposed to help. Rodrik
argues for smart globalization, not maximum globalization.

The Failure of Laissez Faire
Capitalism and Economic
Dissolution of the West
Towards a New Economics for a Full
World
Atwell Publishing This very readable book by a distinguished economist, Wall
Street Journal editor, and Assistant Secretary of the US Treasury is a major
challenge both to economic theory and to media explanations of the
ongoing 21st century economic crisis. The one percent have pulled oﬀ an
economic and political revolution. By oﬀshoring manufacturing and
professional service jobs, US corporations destroyed the growth of
consumer income, the basis of the US economy, leaving the bulk of the
population mired in debt. Deregulation was used to concentrate income
and wealth in fewer hands and ﬁnancial ﬁrms in corporations “too big to
fail,” removing ﬁnancial corporations from market discipline and forcing
taxpayers in the US and Europe to cover bankster losses. Environmental
destruction has accelerated as economists refuse to count the exhaustion
of nature’s resources as a cost and as corporations impose the cost of their
activities on the environment and on third parties who do not share in the
proﬁts. This is the book to read for those who want to understand the
mistakes that are bringing the West to its knees.

Kicking Away the Ladder
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Development Strategy in Historical
Perspective
Anthem Press How did the rich countries really become rich? In this
provocative study, Ha-Joon Chang examines the great pressure on
developing countries from the developed world to adopt certain 'good
policies' and 'good institutions', seen today as necessary for economic
development. His conclusions are compelling and disturbing: that
developed countries are attempting to 'kick away the ladder' with which
they have climbed to the top, thereby preventing developing countries
from adopting policies and institutions that they themselves have used.

Reconstructing the Third Wave of
Democracy
Comparative African Democratic
Politics
University Press of America Since the 1990s, trends in African politics require
the realization that the public policy practice and the theoretical analysis
of 'democracy and democratization' are becoming increasingly important
tenets for understanding the contemporary political science of the region.
Reconstructing the Third Wave of Democracy explains these new political
processes and ideas. Author Rita Kiki Edozie identiﬁes factors that Africans
have encountered since the foundation of the modern African state and
presents a critical analysis of African politics through the lenses of postcolonial discourse by uniquely employing the ideas of democratic theory to
guide an analysis of the Continent's democratic development and
performance. Edozie presents an intra-regional comparative analysis of
democratic politics in Africa in ways that few books on the same subject do
for the continent. Her methodology for examining democracy in Africa
reveals the dynamism of several country cases and several more regime
experiences with democracy encountered from the post-World War II
period to the current post-Cold War period.

U.S. Trade Issues
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A Reference Handbook
ABC-CLIO An expert analysis of key issues, individuals, and developments in
U.S. trade policy from national, regional, and global perspectives. *
Biographical sketches of key ﬁgures responsible for shaping U.S. trade
policy, including elected government oﬃcials, economists, and activists * A
data and documents chapter of statistics from the U.S. government and
the World Trade Organization showing patterns of merchandise, invisible
trade, and imbalances

Towards a European Unfair
Competition Law
A Clash Between Legal Families : a
Comparative Study of English,
German and Dutch Law in Light of
Existing European and International
Legal Instruments
BRILL The main aim of this book is to discuss the state of unfair competition
law in the European Union. In this respect, the various eﬀorts that have
been made in the past to come to harmonization of this area of law and the
reasons that they were only partially successful are reviewed. In addition,
the International and European regulations that refer to unfair
competition, like, e.g., the Paris Convention, the TRIPs and the recent 2004
Unfair Commercial Practices Directive are discussed. Also an overview is
given of the unfair competition laws in the United Kingdom, Germany and
the Netherlands with respect to the 'problem-areas' of slavish imitation,
misleading advertising, denigrating one's competitor, trade secrets and
ﬁnally, misappropriation of valuable trade assets. Unfair competition law is
traditionally considered part of intellectual property law. Not only the
relation of unfair competition law to intellectual property laws are
therefore part of the discussion but also the areas of consumer protection
law (since unfair competition law is partly orientated towards consumer
protection) and competition (as an economic concept) is the topic of
thorough review.
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Neoliberalism: National and
Regional Experiments with Global
Ideas
Routledge Critics of globalization often portray neoliberalism as an
extremist laissez-faire political-economic philosophy that rejects
government any sort of government intervention in the domestic economy.
Like most over-used terms, it is more complicated than this introductory
sentence suggests. This volume seeks to move beyond these caricature
depictions and deﬁnitions as well as the emotional rhetoric that has
unfortunately dominated both the scholastic and political debate on
neoliberalism and global market-oriented reform. This book emphasizes
that there are in fact a variety of neoliberalisms that share a common
emphasis on the role of the market. Beyond this however, its usages and
applications appear much more varied according to the cultural, economic,
political, and social context in which it is used. A host of eminent
contributors, including Douglass C. North, Arthur T. Denzau, Thomas D.
Willett, Mark Blyth, Colin Hay, Craig Parsons, and others provide a rigorous
assessment of the signiﬁcance of neoliberal ideas on economic policy.
Through their detailed international case studies the contributors to this
book show how varied its impact has in fact been and the result is a book
that will stimulate further debate in this most controversial of subject
matters. Ravi K. Roy is a Research Scholar at the Claremont Institute for
Economic Policy Studies. Arthur T. Denzau is Professor of Economics at
Claremont Graduate University. He is also a Research Associate at the
Center for American Business at Washington University (St. Louis).Thomas
D. Willett is Horton Professor of Economics at Claremont Graduate
University. He is also Director of the Claremont Institute for Economic
Policy Studies

Latin America and the Shifting
Sands of Globalization
Routledge Latin America occupies an increasingly prominent position within
the global political, economic and cultural consciousness, with intraregional governance structures and multilateral processes now a key topic
of interest to foreign policy and international business circles. It has
become abundantly clear that outside of Latin America there is a poor
understanding of how the shifting sands of regional power are impacting,
not only on how regional countries ﬁt into the global system, but also on
how intra-regional relations are viewed and managed. The contributions to
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this collection investigate these issues, examining how changing global
power dynamics are in turn impacting on national foreign policies and
regional governance structures. The book focuses ﬁrst and foremost on the
Latin American view outwards, not the US or European view to the south.
This book was originally published as a special issue of the Journal of
Iberian and Latin American Research.

Industrial Policy in Europe after
1945
Wealth, Power and Economic
Development in the Cold War
Springer Bringing together renowned scholars in the ﬁeld with younger
researchers, this interdisciplinary study of the history of post-war
industrial policy in Europe investigates transfers across borders and
locates industrial policy in the context of the Cold War from a global
perspective.

Modern Malaysia in the Global
Economy
Political and Social Change Into the
21st Century
Edward Elgar Publishing The authors review the direction of politics after
Prime Minister Mahathir, as well as exploring Malaysia's foreign, education,
and labour policies. They canvass the idea of a "new Malay", better
adapted to modern society, investigate the position of the Chinese,
examine the struggle for women's rights within the religious framework of
Islam, and discuss the contributions of Malaysian NGOs to ongoing
changes. They ﬁnally draw together crucial issues facing Malaysia in the
21st century.

Economic and Financial Challenges
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for Eastern Europe
Proceedings of the 9th International
Conference on the Economies of
the Balkan and Eastern European
Countries in the Changing World
(EBEEC) in Athens, Greece, 2017
Springer The papers in this proceedings volume were presented at the 9th
international conference “The Economies of the Balkan and Eastern
European Countries in the Changing World” (EBEEC) held in Athens,
Greece, in April 2017. They include the scientiﬁc results of research on
current issues relevant for the wider area of Eastern Europe. Authors from
30 diﬀerent countries develop new ideas, covering topics such as
international economies, European integration, the economic crisis,
macroeconomics, banking, stock markets, education, energy, innovation,
and marketing. The contributions also examine the role of the economies
of the Balkan and Eastern European countries in a pan-European context.

Globalization and Economy:
Globalizing economic regimes and
institutions
'Globalization and Economy' is the second set which looks at economics
broadly conceived, including global markets, global ﬁnance, global
economic institutions and global labour.

The Labour Constitution
The Enduring Idea of Labour Law
Oxford University Press, USA This volume examines diﬀerent approaches to
the study of labour law, comparing traditional with more market-focussed
approaches. It argues that the idea of the labour constitution continues to
oﬀer a useful framework for scholarly analysis, emphasising the critical
nature of the link between democracy and the protection of workers'
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interests.

Case Studies on Modern European
Economy
Entrepreneurship, Inventions, and
Institutions
Routledge The last two centuries have been the scene of dramatic change
throughout Europe. And one of the main causes of these tremendous and
spectacular changes was the economy. These transformations were
achieved by people: scientists and political thinkers, inventors and
entrepreneurs, educators, skilled and educated workers. Who not only
invented machines and computers, but were able to renew economic and
political systems. This volume, therefore, presents a new approach to the
period by looking at case studies to understand how these changes came
about and the impact they had on modern Europe. Ivan Berend presents
the spectacular history of modern European economy as a chain of "small"
events, actions, and the ideas of individuals, as the inﬂuence of
institutions and bold entrepreneurs. The essays are grouped into six
chapters and discuss the power of entrepreneurship; the power of
institutions; economic regimes and the permanent renewal of capitalism;
the power of ideas and inventions; pioneering companies; from the rise of
industrial cities to post-industrial suburbanization; bubbles, great
depressions and economic cycles. All of the single episodes and personal
stories oﬀer a cross-section of the complex and interrelated history of
modern Europe. Case Studies on Modern European Economy will be
essential reading for students of economic and modern European history.

Toleration, Diversity, and Global
Justice
Penn State Press The "comprehensive liberalism" defended in this book
oﬀers an alternative to the narrower "political liberalism" associated with
the writings of John Rawls. By arguing against making tolerance as
fundamental a value as individual autonomy, and extending the reach of
liberalism to global society, it opens the way for dealing more adequately
with problems of human rights and economic inequality in a world of
cultural pluralism.
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The Political Economy of
Development and
Underdevelopment in Africa
Routledge While Africa is too often regarded as lying on the periphery of the
global political arena, this is not the case. African nations have played an
important historical role in world aﬀairs. It is with this understanding that
the authors in this volume set out upon researching and writing their
chapters, making an important collective contribution to our understanding
of modern Africa. Taken as a whole, the chapters represent the range of
research in African development, and fully tie this development to the
global political economy. African nations play signiﬁcant roles in world
politics, both as nations inﬂuenced by the ebbs and ﬂows of the global
economy and by the international political system, but also as actors,
directly inﬂuencing politics and economics. It is only through an
understanding of both the history and present place of Africa in global
aﬀairs that we can begin to assess the way forward for future
development.

Constructing the World Polity
Essays on International
Institutionalisation
Routledge Constructing the World Polity brings together in one collection
the theoretical ideas of one of the most inﬂuential International Relations
theorists of our time. These essays, with a new introduction, and
comprehensive connective sections, present Ruggie's ideas and their
application to critical policy questions of the post-Cold War international
order. Themes covered include: * International Organization. How the 'new
Institutionalism' diﬀers from the old. * The System of States. Explorations
of political structure, social time, and territorial space in the world polity. *
Making History. America and the issue of 'agency' in the post-Cold Was era.
NATO and the future transatlantic security community. The United Nations
and the collective use of force.

Internalizing Globalization
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The Rise of Neoliberalism and the
Decline of National Varieties of
Capitalism
Springer This book explores how a wide range of countries attempt to cope
with the challenges of globalization. While the internalization of
globalization proceeds in signiﬁcantly diﬀerent ways, there is a broad
process of convergence taking place around the politics of neoliberalism
and a more market-oriented version of capitalism. The book examines how
distinct social structures, political cultures, patterns of party and interest
group politics, classes, public policies, liberal democratic and authoritarian
institutions, and the discourses that frame them, are being reshaped by
political actors. Chapters cover national experiences from Europe and
North America to Asia and Latin America (Chile, Mexico, and Peru).

Managing Globalization in the Asian
Century
Essays in Honour of Prema-Chandra
Athukorala
ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute The global centre of gravity continues to shift to
the Asia-Paciﬁc, the most dynamic region in the world. These economies
have generally grown faster for longer periods of time than any other
major region in world history. Their embrace of globalization has been a
central feature, and driver, of their dynamism. The management of AsiaPaciﬁc economic integration and globalization is crucial not only for the
countries themselves but also for the state of the global economy,
including importantly latecomer developing economies who look to the
region for analytical and development policy lessons. Twenty-eight leading
international authorities in the ﬁeld, drawn from nine countries, provide a
comprehensive examination of the causes, consequences and challenges of
globalization, in a volume that celebrates the distinguished career of
Professor Prema-Chandra Athukorala. Among the major issues examined
are the region’s distinctive approach to trade liberalization, the eﬀects of
economic growth on poverty reduction and the labour market, the special
challenges of by-passed regions, the role of ideas in inﬂuencing policy
making, the modalities of connecting to global production networks, and
the importance of remittances in economic development. Several country
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case studies provide in-depth analyses of development processes and
outcomes. These include episodes in economic development, the
challenges faced by transition economies, the macroeconomics of adjusting
to slower growth and rising debt in advanced economies, and the so-called
middle-income trap phenomenon.

Global Instability
The Political Economy of World
Economic Governance
Routledge First published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.

Classical Economics Today
Essays in Honor of Alessandro
Roncaglia
Anthem Press Classical Economics Today: Essays in Honor of Alessandro
Roncaglia is a collection of essays that pays tribute to Alessandro
Roncaglia whose research is based on Schumpeter’s dictum that good
economics must encompass history, economic theory and statistics, and
therefore does not generally take the form of elegant formal models that
are applicable to all and everything. In this direction, Roncaglia is inspired
by the Classical economists of the past and becomes a model for presentday Classical economists. A perceptible family air imbues the essays: all
the contributors are friends of Roncaglia and see his personality and his
interests as a common point of reference.

Globalization and Free Trade
Infobase Publishing Outlines the history of the expansion and globalization of
national economies and explains how globalization evolved to its present
state.

Everything for Sale
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The Virtues and Limits of Markets
University of Chicago Press In this highly acclaimed, provocative book, Robert
Kuttner disputes the laissez-faire direction of both economic theory and
practice that has been gaining in prominence since the mid-1970s.
Dissenting voices, Kuttner argues, have been drowned out by a stream of
circular arguments and complex mathematical models that ignore realworld conditions and disregard values that can't easily be turned into
commodities. With its brilliant explanation of how some sectors of the
economy require a blend of market, regulation, and social outlay, and a
new preface addressing the current global economic crisis, Kuttner's study
will play an important role in policy-making for the twenty-ﬁrst century.
"The best survey of the limits of free markets that we have. . . . A much
needed plea for pragmatism: Take from free markets what is good and do
not hesitate to recognize what is bad."—Jeﬀ Madrick, Los Angeles Times "It
ought to be compulsory reading for all politicians—fortunately for them
and us, it is an elegant read."—The Economist "Demonstrating an
impressive mastery of a vast range of material, Mr. Kuttner lays out the
case for the market's insuﬃciency in ﬁeld after ﬁeld: employment,
medicine, banking, securities, telecommunications, electric
power."—Nicholas Lemann, New York Times Book Review "A powerful
empirical broadside. One by one, he lays on cases where governments have
outdone markets, or at least performed well."—Michael Hirsh, Newsweek
"To understand the economic policy debates that will take place in the next
few years, you can't do better than to read this book."—Suzanne Garment,
Washington Post Book World

Globalisation, Economic
Development & the Role of the
State
Zed Books Ha-Joon Chang evaluates the role of the state in economics and
development. In this collection of essays, he reviews theories and practices
of state intervention as they have developed over two centuries of modern
capitalism. He develops an institutionalist approach to the role of the state
in economic change, and examines the issues involved in particular
settings including industrial policy, trade policy, intellectual property
rights, regulation, and strategies towards transnational corporations. He
mounts a sophisticated theoretical and historical case for the continuing
essential and constructive roles which the state can and must play in
economic development.
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Why Globalization Works
Yale University Press A powerful case for the global market economy The
debate on globalization has reached a level of intensity that inhibits
comprehension and obscures the issues. In this book a highly distinguished
international economist scrupulously explains how globalization works as a
concept and how it operates in reality. Martin Wolf confronts the charges
against globalization, delivers a devastating critique of each, and oﬀers a
realistic scenario for economic internationalism in the future. Wolf begins
by outlining the history of the global economy in the twentieth century and
explaining the mechanics of world trade. He dissects the agenda of
globalization’s critics, and rebuts the arguments that it undermines
sovereignty, weakens democracy, intensiﬁes inequality, privileges the
multinational corporation, and devastates the environment. The author
persuasively defends the principles of international economic integration,
arguing that the biggest obstacle to global economic progress has been
the failure not of the market but of politics and government, in rich
countries as well as poor. He examines the threat that terrorism poses and
maps the way to a global market economy that can work for everyone.

Liberalism at Large
The World According to the
Economist
Verso Books The path-breaking history of modern liberalism told through the
pages of one of its most zealous supporters In this landmark book,
Alexander Zevin looks at the development of modern liberalism by
examining the long history of the Economist newspaper, which, since 1843,
has been the most tireless—and internationally inﬂuential—champion of
the liberal cause anywhere in the world. But what exactly is liberalism, and
how has its message evolved? Liberalism at Large examines a political
ideology on the move as it confronts the challenges that classical doctrine
left unresolved: the rise of democracy, the expansion of empire, the
ascendancy of high ﬁnance. Contact with such momentous forces was
never going to leave the proponents of liberal values unchanged. Zevin
holds a mirror to the politics—and personalities—of Economist editors past
and present, from Victorian banker-essayists James Wilson and Walter
Bagehot to latter-day eminences Bill Emmott and Zanny Minton Beddoes.
Today, neither economic crisis at home nor permanent warfare abroad has
dimmed the Economist’s belief in unfettered markets, limited government,
and a free hand for the West. Conﬁdante to the powerful, emissary for the
ﬁnancial sector, portal onto international aﬀairs, the bestselling
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newsweekly shapes the world its readers—as well as everyone
else—inhabit. This is the ﬁrst critical biography of one of the architects of a
liberal world order now under increasing strain.

Research Handbook on Human
Rights and Business
Edward Elgar Publishing This authoritative Research Handbook brings
together leading international scholars and practitioners to provide indepth analysis of some of the most hotly debated topics and issues
concerning the interface of human rights and business. Oﬀering critical
insights on prominent strands of research within the ﬁeld of business and
human rights, this comprehensive Research Handbook examines key
challenges and potential solutions in the ﬁeld.

The Routledge Companion to Global
Economics
Routledge Combining the in-depth background coverage of an encyclopedia,
with the quick look-up convenience of a dictionary, this new work is an
invaluable resource for anyone concerned with international economics.
The only reference work to cover the latest theories in the vital ﬁeld of
global economics, The Routledge Companion to Global Economics explores
new economic thought from A-Z, and oﬀers full-length survey discussions
by the most respected experts in the ﬁeld.

Globalization and Autocentricity in
Africa's Development in the 21st
Century
Africa World Press African economies are the most dependent and the most
marginalised in the global system. Prevailing policies to integrate these
economies more closely with the global economy are, in the view of many
misplaced and this work presents a series of alternative strategies that will
tap the energies of the African people to develop their own potential and
reduce their dependence on World Bank/IMF-led approaches.
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Africa
Contestations from the Embattled
Continent
Springer This book looks at Africa's involvement in contemporary neoliberal
globalization, paying particular attention to the social, economic, political,
and cultural cost of the unbalanced structure of global wealth and power
between Africa and the rest of the world.
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